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Abstract
Person re-identification (ReID) has received much attention in recent years. As a
cross-camera retrieving problem, ReID suffers from the influence of environments. Images captured by the same camera have similar environment features like backgrounds,
illuminations and angles, making their features extracted by a neural network have high
similarity scores, even if their person IDs are different. A quantitative experiment is designed in this paper to demonstrate the above issue. We proposed a novel EnvironmentRobust Feature Learning network (EFL) to tackle this problem. First, we designed a
feature disentangling module (FDM) based on the idea of minimizing mutual information of identity related features and camera related features. Besides, we adopt a Mutual
Mean Teaching (MMT) framework as identity feature extractor to improve the robustness of the features. Moreover, we constructed a multi-environment person ReID dataset
ME-ReID (multi-environment) to evaluate our method. Extensive experiments show
that our method achieves state-of-the-art performances on widely used datasets Market1501, MSMT17, MARS. Our method also has a great improvement of +9.1%/+6.9%
of rank1/mAP on ME-ReID, showing the effectiveness of our method. The ME-ReID
dataset is available on: https://github.com/liuyf21/ME-ReID-dataset.
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Introduction

Person re-identification (ReID), which aims at pedestrian retrieval in a cross-camera setting,
is an important issue in computer vision. The key issue of person ReID is to extract discriminative features. That is, the features between the same person should have higher similarity
scores than features between different people. However, images captured by the same camera have similar environmental features such as background, illumination, and angle, which
are independent of pedestrian identities. These identity-irrelevant environmental features
result in that images captured by the same camera may have high similarity scores, which
would distract the feature matching and degrade the ReID performance.
Table. 1 shows the quantitative evaluations of this issue. We calculate the proportion of
each kind of valid top-1 retrieval results on several person ReID benchmarks. Results of
baseline method show that the proportion of wrong retrievals under same camera exceeds
50% on all of the benchmarks. In contrast, negative samples from the same camera only account for 1/N of all negative samples on average, which is far less than 50%. N is the number
© 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Table 1: top1 retrieval results of baseline and our method. ’S.’ and ’D.’ refers to same
and different respectively. The green label represents right retrieval results, while red labels
represent the wrongs. ’Prop.’ refers to the proportion of wrong retrievals under same camera
in all wrong retrievals.
dataset
Market1501[31]
MARS[32]
MSMT17[25]
ME-ReID

method
baseline
ours
baseline
ours
baseline
ours
baseline
ours

S. ID D. Cam
94.4
95.0
89.9
91.2
80.0
81.0
60.9
66.9

D. ID S. Cam
2.9
2.4(-0.5)
6.8
5.5(-1.3)
13.2
11.8(-1.4)
21.5
15.4(-6.1)

D. ID D. cam
2.7
2.6
3.3
3.3
6.8
7.2
17.6
17.7

prop.
51.8
48.0(-3.8)
67.3
62.5(-4.8)
66.0
62.1(-3.9)
56.0
46.5(-9.5)

of cameras in the gallery set, equaling to 6, 6, 15 and 30 on Market1501[31], MARS[32],
MSMT17[25] and our proposed ME-ReID respectively. This shows that although the model
is trained to fit the identity labels, camera related environmental features still interfere with
the process of ReID. The results in table. 1 also show that, our purposed method eliminates
environment related factors from the identity features, reducing the similarities between images with different identities but same camera source, correcting an amount of wrong retrievals under the same camera.
Existing methods cannot solve the environment problem well. Some works use human
parsing to focus on foreground parts[20, 36], but only eliminate background variation without considering illuminations and angles. Other works utilize camera labels to solve environment issues[10, 12, 37], but cannot eliminate environment features well. Camera-based
Batch Normalization (CBN)[37] is proposed to force the images from different cameras to
have similar distributions. He et. al. inserted Side Information Embeddings(SIE)[12] into
transformer encoders and Hao et. al. proposed a camera-aware center loss[10]. Different
from the existing works, our proposed EFL learns environment-robust features in a feature
disentangling way, based on the idea of mutual information minimizing.
In this work, we propose a novel Environment-robust Features Learning Network (EFL)
to extract identity discriminative pedestrian features. EFL is a dual stream multi-task learning framework consisting an identity stream and an environment stream. For identity stream,
we adopt a Mutual Mean Teaching [7] based feature extractor to learn robust identity features. For environment stream, we train a camera encoder using camera labels to learn
accurate environment features. In particular, to eliminate the camera related parts in identity
features, we design a Feature Disentangling Module (FDM) based on mutual information
minimization.
We conduct extensive experiments on existing large-scale benchmarks, including imagelevel ReID datasets Market1501, MSMT17 and video-level dataset MARS. Furthermore, to
thoroughly investigate the environment issues in person ReID, we construct a new ReID
dataset ME-ReID (multi-environment) for evaluation and benchmarking. Existing datasets
are with simple and idealistic environments, making them hard to adapt to complex realworld scenes. In contrast, our new dataset contains abundant environment varieties, including day and night, weather and illumination changes, indoor and outdoor, etc. Because of
these environment varieties, ME-ReID is more challenging and more suitable to evaluate
how a method extracts environment-robust features.
In general, our work consists of three folds: 1) We propose a novel Environment-robust
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Figure 1: An overview of EFL. (a) Identity stream: Mutual Mean Teaching based identity
feature learning. (b) Environment stream: using camera labels to learn discriminative environment features. (c) Feature Disentangling Module: minimizing the mutual information of
identity related and camera related features.
Features Learning Network, which disentangles environment related factors from identity
features by mutual information minimization. 2) We constructed a multi-environment ReID
dataset ME-ReID. Comparing with existing datasets, our dataset has more complicated environments, thus closer to particular applications. 3) Extensive experiments demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method on several widely used datasets Market1501[31], MSMT17[25]
and MARS[32]. ME-ReID is also used to evaluate our method.

2

Method

Our proposed Environment-robust Features Learning (EFL) is a dual stream learning framework, as shown in fig. 1. For identity stream, we design a feature extraction module based on
Mutual Mean Teaching (MMT) [8] to learn robust identity related features. For environment
stream, we train an encoder with the given camera labels, to learn accurate and discriminative environment features. After the dual stream feature extracting, we adopt a mutual
information minimization based Feature Disentangling Module (FDM) to further eliminate
the interfere of camera environment related parts in the identity features.

2.1

Identity related Feature Learning

As shown in Fig. 1(a), we adopt a MMT based framework to learn features which are discriminative and robust for environment changes. Mutual learning[29] can be used to extract
invariant features of the two networks with the constraint of KL divergence. Inspired by this,
we mimic two different environment by randomly augment an image twice and separately
input them into a network. In this way, the extracted features are more robust to environment
changes. Besides, we adopt mean nets to avoid the two networks converging to equal to each
other and loss their independence, following [8].
We denote the input image as x and the augmented ones as x1 and x2 . Augmented images
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x1,2 are input to two neural nets φ1,2 with parameters denoted as θ1,2 . The data augmentations
are used to mimic environment changes, including random horizontal flip for angle variations
and random erasing for background changes and occlusions.
We use Cross Entropy Loss as classification loss and Triplet Loss as metric learning loss.
We also adopt KL divergence for invariant feature learning between the two networks. The
loss function to optimize φ1 and φ2 is denoted as:
Lid = (1 − λKL )Lce + Ltri + λKL LKL

(1)

where Lce and Ltri are separately calculated for φ1 and φ2 . λKL is a hyperparameter. To avoid
collapse between φ1 and φ2 , we adopt additional mean nets φM1,M2 with parameters M[θ1,2 ]
as teacher models. φM1,M2 are optimized by eq. 2.
MT [θ1,2 ] = αMT −1 [θ1,2 ] + (1 − α)θ1,2

(2)

where the superscripts denote the training iterations, α is a momentum hyperparameter.
LKL is the KL divergence between the predictions of teacher model and student model,
which is formulated as eq. 3.
LKL = KL(yM1 ||y2 ) + KL(yM2 ||y1 )

(3)

By adding this constraint, predictions of differently augmented inputs are encouraged to
be equal. In this way, the identity encoders are trained to be robust to different environment
variations. Thus, the extracted features suffer less from environment noise and have better
performance.

2.2

Feature Disentagling Module

In order to remove the interfere of camera related factors, like background and illumination,
we design a feature disentangling module to learn nearly independent identity features and
camera environment features, denoting as fid (extracted from φ1 or φ2 ) and fcam . We take
advantage of the camera labels to train a camera encoder φc to extract accurate fcam , as shown
in fig. 1(b). Cross Entropy loss and Triplet loss are adopted to optimize φc .
The mutual information of fid and fcam is calculated and minimized. By doing so, the
fid is encouraged to be invariant to different camera environments, while preserving identity
related factors.
Mutual information is a statistic to measure the dependence between two random variables. The MI between random variables X and Y is formulated as:
Z
p(x, y)
dxdy
(4)
I(X; Y) = p(x, y)log
p(x)p(y)
where p(x, y) denotes the joint probability distribution, p(x) and p(y) denote the marginal
ones. Mutual information strictly quantifies the information between random variables, even
if the variables have nonlinear dependence. So it measures true mutual dependence between
variables comparing with correlations [15].
As it is hard to obtain formulaic representations of the distributions of fid and fcam , a
mutual information estimation approach is needed. We follow the implementation of Contrastive Log-ratio Upper Bound (CLUB) [4], which estimates MI as the difference of conditional probability between positive and negative pairs:
Î( fid ; fcam ) :=E p( fid , fcam ) [log q( fcam | fid )]
− E p( fid ) E p( fcam ) [log q( fcam | fid )]

(5)
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where q( fcam | fid ) is an approximated conditional distribution modeled by a MI estimator
Q. In details, the network Q estimates the mean and variance of the conditional distribution
p( fcam | fid ), and then derives to the approximated distribution q( fcam | fid ) with the assumption that p( fcam | fid ) follows a Gaussian distribution.
Derived from eq. 5, the mutual information minimization loss is formulated as:
LMIM =

1 N N
i
j
| fidi ) − log q( fcam
| fidi )]
∑ ∑ [log q( fcam
N 2 i=1
j=1

(6)

where N denotes the training batch size. We optimize identity encoders using eq. 6 as
MI minimization constraint. By doing so, the extracted identity features are encouraged to
be independent to environment features, which improves the performance.
For accurate MI estimating, Q is optimized by minimizing the KL divergence between
the real and approximated conditional distribution:
KL(p( fcam | fid )||q( fcam | fid )), which can be derived to the following equation.
LMIE = −E p( fid , fcam ) [log q( fcam | fid )]

2.3

(7)

Joint Optimization

As shown in fig. 1, there are totally six models need to be trained in our proposed EFL framework, including identity encoders: φ1 , φ2 , φM1 , φM2 , a camera encoder φc and a MI estimator
Q. We disentangle camera environment related part from identity feature by minimizing
mutual information between fid and fcam . As φM1 and φM2 are not trained in a gradient descending way, LMIM in eq. 6 is only used for optimization of φ1 and φ2 . φc is trained with
camera labels, adopting Cross Entropy Loss and Triplet Loss as loss functions. For stability,
we train ID Nets and MI estimator alternatively in each training iteration. The algorithm of
the training process is summarized as algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: the training process of EFL
Input: batch of training images x and augmented ones x1 , x2
hyperparameters λKL , λMI , α, NMI ;
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

initialize parameters of ID Nets, ID Mean Nets, Camera Net and MI estimator.;
for each training iter do
Identitiy encoders foward;
calculate ID loss by eq. 1;
Camera encoder forward: fcam = φc (x1 );
MI estimator forward and calculate LMIM by eq. 6;
combinine eq. 1 and eq. 6: Lid + λMI LMIM and optimize φ1 and φ2 .;
optimize ID mean nets φM1 and φM2 by eq. 2.;
optimize Camera Net.;
for i=1 to NMI do
calculate LMIE and optimize MI estimator by eq. 7;
end
end
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Figure 2: Examples of existing datasets and our dataset. The first row of ’Ours’ shows
daytime samples, with sunny samples on the left, snowy in the middle and indoors ones on
the right. The second row shows night samples, with the three on the right contain unnatural
light impact.

3

Experiments

3.1

Datasets & Evaluation Protocols

We conduct the experiments on several widely-used large-scale ReID datasets, including
image-level Market1501 [31] and MSMT17 [25], and video-level MARS [32] to evaluate
the performance of EFL. The evaluation protocols are mAP and CMC following [31].
We also evaluate our method on our proposed ME-ReID. As shown in fig. 2, our dataset
contains more environment variations comparing to Market1501 and MSMT17, including
different time (day or night), different weather(sunny or snowy), indoor or outdoor and unnatural light. The statistics of the ReID datasets are shown in table 2. ME-ReID totally
contains 5908 person boundingboxes of 370 pedestrians, collected from 30 cameras (27 outdoors and 3 indoors). Though ME-ReID is smaller in scale comparing to existing large-scale
datasets, it still has research value because of its environment diversities that existing datasets
do not contain.
Table 2: Statistics comparing with existing datasets. I or V denotes image-level or videolevel, Out. Cam. and In. Cam. denote the number of outdoor cameras and indoor cameras.
Dataset
I or V
BBoxes
Clips
Identities
Out. Cam.
In. Cam.

3.2

Market[31]
I
32668
1501
6
0

MSMT[25]
I
126411
4101
12
3

CAVIAR[6]
I
610
72
0
2

MARS[32]
V
1067516
20715
1261
6
0

iLID-VID[23]
V
42460
600
300
0
2

ME-ReID
I
5908
370
27
3

Settings

All the input images are resized into 256×128. During training, random horizontal flipping
and random erasing[34] are adopted as augmentations. In video-level ReID settings, each
frame of the input clip is ensured to be equally augmented in order not to spoil inter-frame
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information. We adopt ResNet50 [11] and ResNeSt50 [27] as backbones for image-level
ReID, ResNet50 and AP3D-NL[9] for video-level ReID. For the training of ME-ReID, as
the training set is not large enough, we use models pretrained on large-scale ReID dataset
MSMT17 for initialization, to obtain stable performance. For the training of other datasets,
the backbones are initialized with models pretrained on ImageNet [5].
For image-level ReID, each mini-batch consists of 16 identities, with 16 instances of
each identity on MSMT17, 8 instances on Market1501, and 4 instances on ME-ReID. For
video-level ReID, each mini-batch consists of 12 identities, with 4 clips of each identity, each
video clip contains 4 frames, and temporal average pooling is used to fuse the frames. We
train totally 240 epochs for all the datasets. The optimizer is ADAM [14] with weight decay
0.0005 adopted to regularize the parameters. The initial learning rate of ID Nets and Camera
Net is 0.0003, with multiplied by 0.1 at the 60, 120, 180 epochs. The initial learning rate of
MI estimator is 0.00001, equally decreased with other networks. As for the hyperparameters,
α, λMI , λKL , NMI is set to 0.999, 0.0001, 0.5, 10 respectively.

3.3

Compare with Baseline Models

We test ResNet50 and ResNeSt50 backbones on image-level ReID datasets, ResNet50 and
AP3D-NL on video-level dataset MARS. The results are shown in table 3. Our method
obtains consistent improvements on all of the baseline models and datasets. It is worth mentioning that our method shares totally the same structures with baseline models, without
any additional parameters and computations in the testing phase. Under this circumstance,
the improvements are considerable, especially for the mAP scores. Our proposed EFL obtains +1.6% mAP improvement on Market1501, +1.0%/+2.2% Rank1/mAP improvement on
MSMT17 and +1.0%/+1.4% Rank1/mAP on MARS with ResNet50 backbone. Besides, EFL
obtains +1.3% and +1.8% mAP improvement on Market1501 and MSMT17 with ResNeSt50
backbone, and +1.3%/+1.2% mAP/Rank1 on MARS with AP3D-NL backbone, which are
significant improvements on those baseline models with the performance already comparable with SOTA.
Table 3: Compare with baseline method of different backbones.
methods
ResNet50
ResNet50+ours
ResNeSt50
ResNeSt50+ours

Market1501
R1 mAP
94.4 86.0
95.0 87.6
95.7 89.7
96.0 91.0

MSMT17
R1 mAP
80.0 56.2
81.0 58.4
85.6 66.9
86.3 68.7

ME-ReID
R1 mAP
60.9 48.5
66.9 55.7
64.8 55.9
73.9 62.8

methods
ResNet50
ResNet50+ours
AP3D-NL
AP3D-NL+ours

MARS
R1 mAP
89.5 85.6
90.5 87.0
89.9 86.8
91.2 88.0

Comparing the retrieving results on ME-ReID with those on existing large-scale datasets,
ME-ReID is far more challenging than existing dataset, because of the complicated scenarios. Besides, on ME-ReID, our method acquires a significant improvement of +6.0%/+7.2%
Rank1/mAP with ResNet50 backbone and +9.1%/+6.9% Rank1/mAP with ResNeSt50 backbone, which shows that EFL also works well on real surveillance applications. EFL achieves
greater improvement on ME-ReID than other datasets, because ME-ReID has more complex
scenarios, making the environment related noise interfere more severe.
Fig 3 shows examples of retrieving results. In both examples, the top-1 retrieval result
of baseline is an image with different identity but same camera label, which reappear in
the result of our method with lower cosine similarities (marked with red boxes in fig 3).
Indicating that our method eliminates the environment related factors from identity features,
making more positive samples rank ahead of negative samples under the same camera.
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Figure 3: Two examples of retrieving divided by a vertical line. For each sample, the first
row is the results of baseline method, the second row is the results of EFL method. The
number on the top of each image refers to the cosine similarity with query.
Table 5: Cross domain evaluations. The modTable 4: Ablation studies on MSMT17 and els are trained on source domain and directly
MARS datasets, with the ResNet50 backbone. tested on target domain.
method
baseline

EFL

3.4

MMT
×
×
✓
✓

FDM
×
✓
×
✓

MSMT17
R1 mAP

80.0
80.7
80.4
81.0

56.2
56.6
58.0
58.4

MARS
R1 mAP

89.5
90.3
90.2
90.5

85.6
86.0
86.4
87.0

source

target

MSMT17

Market1501

MSMT17

ME-ReID

Market1501

ME-ReID

method
ResNet50
+ours
ResNet50
+ours
ResNet50
+ours

R1
54.5
56.0
43.1
49.6
33.0
34.7

mAP
28.5
30.5
31.2
35.7
22.6
24.3

Ablation Study

We further present ablation study on MSMT17 and MARS datasets, to investigate the effects
of different modules. The results of table 4 show that, separately adding MMT framework
and feature disentangling module to baseline obtains an improvement. By adding MMT
framework, the network learns to extract features that are invariant to identity unrelated
factors, like backgrounds, occlusions and angles with the implementation of KL divergence
between outputs encoded from differently augmented images, leading to improvements of
0.4% R1/1.8% mAP on MSMT17 and 0.7% R1/0.8% mAP on MARS. By adding FDM,
the identity features are decoupled from environment features by minimizing the mutual
information between them, which further eliminate camera environment related factors in
identity features, leading to improvements of 0.7% R1 / 0.4% mAP on MSMT17 and 0.8%
R1 / 0.4% mAP on MARS. Further improvement is achieved when combining Mutual Mean
Teaching framework and Feature Disentangling Module.

3.5

Cross Domain Evaluations

We demonstrate the result of cross domain evaluations in table 5. The models are trained
on the source dataset and directly tested on the target dataset. We evaluate our method on
several cross domain settings, and it turns out that EFL obtain consistent and considerable
improvement on all of the cross domain settings. On the MSMT17 to ME-ReID setting, our
method achieved a significant improvement of 6.5% / 4.5% Rank1 / mAP. On MSMT17 to
Market1501 and Market1501 to ME-ReID settings, EFL achieved improvements of 1.5% /
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Table 6: Compare with state-of-the-art methods on
large-scale image-level ReID benchmarks Market1501
and MSMT17. ‘*’ denotes using camera labels.
Table 7: Comparing with video ReID
Methods

Backbone

*CBN [37]
PCB+RPP [19]
MGN [22]
HOReID [21]
DGNet [33]
*EFL(ours)
RGA-SC [30]
ABD-Net [3]
BAT-net [7]
OSNet [35]
OP-ReID [26]
*TransReID [12]
*EFL(ours)

ResNet50
ResNet50
ResNet50
ResNet50
ResNet50
ResNet50
R50-RGA
ABD-Net
BAT-net
OSNet
R50-DNL
ViT-B/16
ResNeSt50

Market1501
R1 mAP
91.3 77.3
93.8 81.6
95.7 86.9
94.2 84.9
94.8 86.0
95.0 87.6
96.1 88.4
95.6 88.3
95.1 87.4
94.8 84.9
96.1 89.3
95.2 88.9
96.0 91.0

MSMT17
methods on MARS.
R1 mAP
MARS
Methods
72.8 42.9
R1
R5 mAP
GLTR [16]
87.0 95.8 78.5
76.9 52.1
81.2
STE-NVAN [17] 88.9
AFA [2]
90.2 96.6 82.9
77.2 52.3
GRL [18]
91.0 96.7 84.8
81.0 58.4
STT [28]
88.7
86.3
80.3 57.5
DenseIL [13]
90.8 97.1 87.0
82.3 60.8
PSTA [24]
91.5
85.8
79.5 56.8
SINet [1]
91.0
86.2
78.7 52.5
EFL(ours)
91.2 97.8 88.0
85.3 67.4
86.3 68.7

2.0% Rank1 / mAP and 1.7% / 1.7% Rank1 / mAP, which are also considerable. As different
cameras can be regarded as different domains, our method eliminate the environment differences between each camera domain and extract inherent identity discriminative features,
which also leads to an improvement on cross domain ReID problems.

3.6

Compare with State-of-the-Art Methods

We compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-art on public datasets such as on
Market1501, MSMT17 and MARS. The results are presented in table 6 and table 7. Our
method acquires competitive performances comparing with SOTA. In table 6, we first compare with existing methods on the same backbone as ResNet50. Comparing with image-level
methods using ResNet50 as backbone, our method exceeds existing method of 1.6% mAP
on Market1501, and 4.8%/6.1% Rank1/mAP on MSMT17. We further adopt ResNeSt50
as backbone for fair comparisons with methods which use backbones with larger parameters. Comparing with SOTA, our proposed EFL method achieves mAP scores 1.7% higher
on Market1501, 1.3% higher on MSMT17, 1.0% on MARS, which are significant improvements. Besides, our method achieves a 1.0% higher R1 score on MSMT17 and a 0.7% R5
score on MARS. Our method also achieves comparable R1 performances with SOTA on
Market1501 and MARS.

4

Conclusions

We proposed a novel Environment-robust Feature Learning (EFL) network to eliminate the
interfere of environment related features among each camera. EFL is a multi-task learning
framework, extracting disentangled identity related features and environment related features by minimizing the mutual information between them. Besides, we proposed a new
ReID dataset ME-ReID with complicated environment varieties, which is more challenging
and closer to practical application scenarios. Extensive experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed EFL method. More experiment results and discussions are shown
in the supplementary material.
Acknowledgement. This study is also supported by Tsinghua University Toyota Joint
Research Center for AI Technology of Automated Vehicle(TTAD 2022-07).
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